In The News
Tuesday, Jan. 21, 2014

Psychiatrist: I hate suicide but also understand it
(Dr. Charles Raison, CNNhealth's mental health expert, is an associate professor of psychiatry at the University of Arizona in Tucson)
01/21/2014 CNN

Discovery of quantum vibrations in 'microtubules' corroborates theory of consciousness
(Stuart Hameroff, MD, Anesthesiology, Psychology and Center for Consciousness Studies, The University of Arizona)
01/21/2014 Space Daily

Annual career fair takes place Jan. 24
(University of Arizona Health Network)
01/20/2014 Arizona Daily Star

UA transplant programs on indefinite hiatus
01/20/2014 Arizona Republic
Arizona Daily Star
KNXV-TV
KPHO-TV

Dispute with top surgeon throws UA's prestigious transplant program
(The University of Arizona Medical Center's world-famous heart transplant program)
01/19/2014 Arizona Daily Star

Gruessner's transplant programs brought patients from all over
(Dr. Rainer Gruessner; University of Arizona Medical Center)
01/19/2014 Arizona Daily Star

Moving up: Emad Elquza, M.D. was named medical director at the University of Arizona Cancer Center
01/19/2014 Arizona Daily Star

A Horrific 'Silent Epidemic' Is Spreading In The American Southwest
(Dr. John Galgiani, Valley Fever Center of Excellence)
01/18/2014 Business Insider
PolicyMic

Doctor addresses controversy over new blood pressure recommendations
(Sarver Heart Center, Dr. Lorraine Mackstaller)
01/17/2014 Green Valley News

Movie monitors help kids going through MRI's
(University of Arizona Medical Center Diamond Children's)
01/17/2014 KGUN-TV

New evidence for quantum vibrations in brain neurons as basis of consciousness
(Dr. Stuart Hameroff)
01/17/2014 MTBeurope

Boeckeler Demos Pointmaker Video Marker at Telehealth Sessions
(Arizona Telemedicine Program [ATP] at the University of Arizona Medical Center in Tucson)
01/16/2014 Audio Visual News Network

Know what to do when a dust storm covers the road
(UA researchers are developing a system that predicts dust storms)
01/16/2014 Inside Tucson Business